Archimedeans Standing Orders

1. The annual subscription to Ordinary or Associate Membership shall be £5.00.

2. The life subscription to Ordinary or Associate Membership shall be £10.00.

3. The Society Bookshop shall usually buy books at 45%, and sell books at 55%, of their retail price new.

4. The Archimedeans' scarf, if it exists, shall be between three and four cubits in length, and constructed of lengthwise strips of colours and approximate widths in the following order:

   Dark green: 2 inches;
   Orange: \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch;
   Purple: \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch;
   Orange: \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch;
   Dark blue: 2 \( \frac{1}{4} \) inches;
   Orange: \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch;
   Purple: \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch;
   Orange: \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch;
   Dark green: 2 inches;

   The Publicity and Entertainments Officer shall be responsible for its vileness.

5. The symbol of the Archimedeans shall be a projection onto Euclidean 2-space of a sphere inscribed in a right circular cylinder of the same height as the sphere's diameter.

6. The Archimedeans recognise the following College Societies:
   - The Adams Society of St. John’s College
   - The Trinity Mathematical Society of Trinity College
7. The following shall be Agents of the Society:

- The Archivist, who shall be responsible for the Archives of the Society;
- The Computer Officer, who shall be responsible for the maintenance of the Society’s website;
- The Dihebdominalist, who shall be two persons if possible\(^1\), and who shall be responsible for the production and distribution of a Society Newsletter, which shall contain information about the activities of the Society and of affiliate College Societies;
- The Puzzles and Games Ringmaster, who shall be responsible for the Ring’s organisation and running.

8. There shall exist a Working Group of the Society, to investigate and produce a draft policy regarding the Society’s position on the copyright in the documents it publishes. The Working Group shall function as a subcommittee of the Society (with a chair and minutes secretary to be decided at each meeting). This Standing Order shall be deleted if the Working Group votes by majority to disband.

9. There shall exist a Subcommittee of the Society, to be known as the Honorary Membership Subcommittee (HMS committee), to investigate and report back to the Committee on suitable criteria for the issuing of invitations to Honorary Membership and likely candidates for invitation to the same. The chair and minutes secretary shall be decided at each meeting and this Standing Order shall be deleted if the Subcommittee votes by majority to disband.

---

\(^1\)each counting as an individual Agent for Constitutional purposes